Transverse mixing by local-scale dispersion plays a pivotal role in mixing-controlled reactions of continuously injected compounds and controls the length of steady-state plumes. In two-dimensional heterogeneous media, highpermeability inclusions cause a net enhancement of transverse mixing because the effect of reducing the transverse diffusion lengths in such inclusions prevails over the effect of reduced diffusion time. A simple scaling law for effective transverse mixing in two-dimensional domains could be derived by transferring the steady-state transport equation into streamline-coordinates. The net enhancement factor does not depend on scale. Closed-form expressions for effective mixing and its uncertainty could be derived for uniform-in-the-mean velocity in a multi-Gaussian logconductivity field with isotropic, exponential covariance function. These expressions could be used to estimate the uncertainty of steady-state concentrations and reactive-plume lengths. The picture is more complex in threedimensional domains where spatially variable orientation of anisotropy can lead to twisting streamlines. Macroscopically helical flow can lead to an enhancement of transverse mixing by about an order of magnitude more than the flow-focusing effects in two-dimensional flows.
Introduction
Transverse mixing of solutes in steady state transport is of utmost importance for assessing mixingcontrolled reactions of compounds that are continuously introduced into the subsurface. If these compounds react with solutes from ambient groundwater (such as oxygen or nitrate) introduced in parallel, transverse dispersion is the only process bringing the reactants together. Quite often, mixing is the rate limiting step so that the length of steady-state plumes is controlled by transverse dispersion (see Figure 1 ) [1] [2] [3] [4] . In homogeneous, two-dimensional media, the length of steady-state plumes scale inversely with the transverse dispersion coefficient if the reaction is instantaneous and irreversible. For the injection over a certain width w, Cirpka, Olsson, Ju, Rahman and Grathwohl [4] give the following relationship:
in which erf -1 is the inverse error function, and X crit is the critical mixing ratio of the plume water in the mixture with the ambient water, at which the concentrations of the reactants would be in the stoichiometric ratio of the reaction if the compounds were conservative. Cirpka and Valocchi [3, 5] showed that steady-state bioreactive plumes only slightly differ from the case of an instantaneous reaction [see also 6] .
Transverse mixing also determines how quickly longitudinal spreading of solute plumes in heterogeneous media is transferred to longitudinal mixing [e.g., 7, 8].
Impact of Heterogeneity on Transverse Mixing in Two-Dimensional Steady-State Flows
Werth, Cirpka and Grathwohl [9] analyzed the impact of high-conductivity inclusions with simplified geometry on effective transverse mixing. The key argument is that the time that transverse mixing has to act over a certain travel distance scales inversely with the velocity, but in a high-velocity inclusion the transverse distance of diffusion also scales inversely with velocity. Because the diffusion time-scale scales with the diffusion length squared, the net effect of a high-conductivity inclusion is an enhancement of transverse mixing. This could also be confirmed by experiments in quasi two-dimensional flowthrough domains [10, 11] .
Second-central spatial moments are not adequate to quantify transverse mixing in heterogeneous media, because converging and diverging streamlines make plume shrink and expand due to kinematic effects only. As alternative, Rolle, Eberhardt, Chiogna, Cirpka and Grathwohl [10] introduced the fluxrelated dilution index for mixing in steady-state plumes, motivated by the dilution index of Kitanidis [12] for transient plumes [see also 13]:
in which q x is the longitudinal component of specific discharge, and A is the cross-sectional area of the domain. A physical explanation of the flux related dilution index lies in the volume flux over which the solute flux is distributed. The dilution index of a conservative compound can only increase, as it is an entropy-based quantity.
In two-dimensional divergence-free flow fields, we can also express the width of a conservative plume in terms of stream-function values ψ. Cirpka, de Barros, Chiogna, Rolle and Nowak [1] reformulated the two-dimensional advection-dispersion equation at steady state in stream-function and potential coordinates:
in which K is hydraulic conductivity, φ is the potential, θ denotes porosity, whereas D ℓ and D t are the longitudinal and transverse dispersion coefficients, respectively. The leading terms are:
resembling Fick's second law. Thus the second-central moment in stream-function coordinates are:
and an equivalent transverse dispersion coefficient eq t D leading to the same degree of transverse mixing in a homogeneous domain can be defined as [1] :
with the effective conductivity K eff and the expected value operator . Note that, unlike traditional spatial moment based dispersion coefficients in heterogeneous media [14, 15] with isotropic exponential covariance function of log-hydraulic conductivity. Figure 2 confirms these findings by means of numerical simulations. The associated uncertainty analysis is not shown. These analytical expressions were used by Cirpka, de Barros, Chiogna and Nowak [16] to evaluate the full statistical distribution of steady-state concentrations and by Cirpka, Rolle, Chiogna, de Barros and Nowak [17] to derive the statistical distribution of reactive plume lengths. In both studies, the uncertainty of other flow-and-transport properties, namely of plume meandering and of the discharge passing through the source zone, turned out to be more important than the uncertainty of transverse mixing, but the enhancement of transverse mixing was relevant.
Impact of Non-Stationary Anisotropy of Heterogeneity on Transverse Mixing in ThreeDimensional Steady-State Flows
In two-dimensional domains, the topology of steady-state groundwater flow is fairly restricted: The order of streamlines cannot change within the domain (the left streamline will always remain left to the right one). Thus, the only mechanism of enhancing transverse dispersion is by flow-focusing effects discussed above. This is different in three-dimensional domains where streamlines can twist when hydraulic conductivity is anisotropic [18] [19] [20] [21] . Figure 3 shows a log-conductivity field with blockwise stationary anisotropic covariance function, where the orientation changes from block to block, in comparison to an equivalent stationary field with identical two-point covariance function neglecting non-stationarity [22] . The figure also includes the mean transverse velocity, indicating secondary motion for the non-stationary anisotropic case. Figure 4 shows streamlines for the selected velocity fields, in which the mean direction of flow is in the x-direction. In case of the non-stationary anisotropic field, and more clearly in the case where we consider the mean velocity within the cross-section only, we can observe macroscopically helical flow, whereas the stationary field does not exhibit such features. The fully resolved heterogeneous flow fields lead to small-scale wiggling of the streamlines. In case of the stationary log-conductivity field, however, the overall order of streamline seems to be unchanged, whereas the interaction between large-scale helical motion and small-scale variations can lead to irregular transfers of individual streamlines into other parts of the overall groundwater whirls.
Cirpka, Chiogna, Rolle and Bellin [22] performed steady-state advective-dispersive transport simulations in these domains using a streamline-based code that suppresses artificial transverse dispersion. Figure 5 shows the flux-related dilution index as function of travel distance computed in these simulations. The non-stationary anisotropic velocity field led to an enhancement of transverse mixing by a factor 77 in comparison to the mean local transverse dispersion coefficient, whereas the stationary fully resolved case exhibited only an enhancement by a factor of 3.5, which is in the order of two-dimensional enhancement factors. Thus the secondary motion caused by the non-stationary anisotropy leads to a significant boost in transverse mixing. This can be explained by solute-carrying streamlines getting into contact to "clean" streamlines even after long travel distances. 
Conclusions
Transverse dispersion is an important mixing mechanism controlling the fate of contaminants that are continuously emitted into aquifers and form steady-state plumes. Hydraulic heterogeneity enhances transverse mixing by two distinct mechanisms: In two-dimensional flows, mixing enhancement is caused by focusing of the plume in high-velocity inclusions thus reducing the mixing length to be covered transverse dispersion. In three-dimensional flows, this effect may be less pronounced. However, here complex flow topology allows for twisting groundwater flow which is much more efficient in enhancing transverse dispersion than the flow-focusing effect observed in 2-D.
Hydraulic anisotropy with spatially variable orientation of the principal directions may appear exotic to stochastic subsurface hydrologists. However, sedimentologists commonly describe sedimentary structures using a hierarchical framework of units with internal orientation that changes from one unit to the next. Thus, the flow topology discussed may be rather fairly typical in deposits of unconsolidated sediments. While comparably simple upscaling rules could be derived for effective transverse mixing in twodimensional heterogeneous groundwater flow (with analytical expressions for an isotropic exponential covariance function of log-hydraulic conductivity), the analysis of three-dimensional non-stationary flow fields is much more complicated and even the correct metrics to describe the structure are still to be determined. Also, measuring the variability of internal hydrofacies orientation poses a challenge. However, the difficulty to measure a phenomenon does not imply that it does not exist.
